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FADE IN:

INT. ROOM - NIGHT

Metallic darkness.

A gentle machine HUM gains strength.

Air horn BLAST.

An overhead fluorescent light FLICKERS on.

A bloody ZOE (25), struggles against her restraints in a

shiny metal chair with a high back.

Air horn BLAST.

Another LIGHT pops on revealing a beat up, LUCAS (27),

restrained across from Zoe, but on the other side of a pane

of TWO-WAY GLASS.

They both flail and SCREAM at each other but can’t be heard.

Desperate silence.

Air horn BLAST.

ZOE

--elp! Help? Lucas?!

LUCAS

Zoe?! I can hear you! I can hear

you!

Futility.

ZOE

Help! Hey! Help! Let us

outta here! Help us!

LUCAS

Hey! Is anybody out there?!

Hello?! Is anybody out

there?!

The cries echo with no response.

ZOE

Where are we?!

LUCAS

I--I don’t--

Lucas looks around confused at the darkened room coated

wall-to-wall with STAINLESS STEEL.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 2.

LUCAS (CONT’D)

Weren’t we just outside?

Air Horn BLAST.

Behind each of them is a neon CLOCK which pops on and resets

to 3:00.

Mechanical NOISES as if something is warming up.

ZOE

That’s not great.

A single RED BUTTON raises up in front of Zoe.

ZOE (CONT’D)

Lucas?

The same button raises up in front of Lucas as well.

LUCAS

Oh boy.

The buttons comes to a stop and slowly FLASHES.

ZOE

Red means help right?

Air horn BLAST.

The arm restraints UNBUCKLE from them both as the dual

CLOCKS start their countdown. 2:59...2:58...2:57...

LUCAS

Hey! My arms are free!

ZOE

Me too!

LUCAS

See if you can get up.

They struggle in vain.

ZOE

Dammit! It’s just my arms.

(beat)

I can reach the button though.

They both look down at their respective buttons and back at

each other.

Zoe reaches out for the button with an unsteady hand.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 3.

An air horn BLAST stops her as a hologram VIDEO appears in

the glass.

Lucas bucks against the world.

LUCAS

Okay! We’ve had enough of the show.

It was great. Can we get outta here

now?!

ZOE

Shhhhhh!

LUCAS

Hello?!

An animated video PLAYS for them both. Two figures with two

similar buttons in front of them.

ZOE

Is-- Is that us?

Lucas grows frustrated with Zoe’s lack of effort.

LUCAS

Stop watching the airline safety

video and help me!

ZOE

Shut up!

The video continues on to show one figure pushing the

button, which puts a big red X over the other.

LUCAS

Hey! Hey fuckers! I wanna speak to

somebody!

ZOE

Lucas. Just hold on!

The video starts over but shows what happens when the other

figure pushes their button. Now the other person has a big

red X over them.

LUCAS

You hear me?! Let us out of here!

Hello?!

ZOE

I think it wants us to press the

button for something?

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 4.

LUCAS

Fuck me Zoe. Little help?!

Zoe is confused and looks around to the clicking clock ,

2:15...2:14...2:13...

She then spots some excess WATER pooled up in a sunken part

of the desk.

She reaches out and touches it curiously.

ZOE

What the--

LUCAS

Zoe!

ZOE

I need a minute!

The video goes into more detail, now showing the same

sequence but with no one pressing the button. Both figures

now have a big red X over them.

ZOE (CONT’D)

Okay. Let me think. Let me think.

LUCAS

We don’t have time for that.

Zoe tries to ignore the ignoramus.

ZOE

If I press the button. You get the

red X.

Lucas is looking at Zoe impatiently.

LUCAS

Well--

ZOE

And if you press the button I get

the red X.

LUCAS

But--

ZOE

And if neither of us press the

button we both get the red X.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 5.

LUCAS

Zoe god dammi--

ZOE

Hey!

(beat)

Shut. The fuck. Up!

Zoe quiets him for a second.

ZOE (CONT’D)

What if we both press the red X? At

the same time. That’s it?! Right?

Zoe preaches to the gods.

ZOE (CONT’D)

Is that how we get out? We both

press the button?! Right?! Hello?!

Clock clicking down 1:24...1:23...1:22...

Zoe motions to Lucas as they ready to push their buttons.

Lights go OUT.

Air horn BLAST.

Lights back on.

VIDEO flashes on. Two stick figures. Two buttons. Goes

through the sequence with emphasis on the red X ending to

each scenario.

LUCAS

Let. Me. The. Fuck. Ou--

ZOE

Lucas. Ho--

LUCAS

I swear to god if you tell me to

hold on again.

Video shows an extra sequence showing both figures pushing

the buttons at the same time giving them both red Xs.

LUCAS (CONT’D)

Can we move on now?

Zoe puts Lucas back on ignore.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 6.

Video shows all the sequences now. Just the red X scenes

back to back. This time with a large air GUN shooting a

PROJECTILE straight through the head of each victim.

LUCAS (CONT’D)

Oh fuck no! No no no no sir!

ZOE

We’re gonna die.

Video continues to replay over and over the figures dying.

LUCAS

Fuck me.

ZOE

No. We can’t. I can’t.

Zoe loses her train of thought as she spots a droplet of

WATER coming down from the top of the glass on his side.

LUCAS

Zoe. Zoe! Zo--

Mechanical NOISES jolt her as two air GUNS lower down from

the ceiling for each of them.

LUCAS (CONT’D)

We didn’t order that.

Stunned inevitability.

ZOE

We’re trapped. We’re trapped!

LUCAS

Terrific. Just fucking terrific.

Zoe is lost.

LUCAS (CONT’D)

Dying in some sick fuck’s basement!

Real nice. Real nice guy!

Lucas starts to boil as he gets frustrated with the silence.

LUCAS (CONT’D)

Why won’t you answer me?!

He lets out primal SCREAM after primal SCREAM, all in vain

to the almighty silence.

Lucas breaks as he slumps in defeat.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 7.

Lucas looks up and locks eyes with Zoe as they share a few

desperate beats of silence as the clock ticks down.

1:01...

1:00...

:59...

The red buttons go nuts.

Air horn BLASTS and the mechanical NOISES intensify.

LUCAS

This is all your fault.

Zoe is caught off guard.

ZOE

What?!

LUCAS

I was totally cool. Just hanging

out at home.

Zoe can’t believe her ears.

ZOE

Are you serious right now?

Zoe squints as some light bounces right in her eye from the

metallic air guns.

LUCAS

Serious? I’m strapped to a metal

chair with a gun pointed at my

head. Yea, I’m seriously swell.

ZOE

Lucas! Just-- Just--

LUCAS

I’m not the one who absolutely had

to have that yogurt crap at 3am.

Maybe if we stay home we don’t get

fucking kidnapped. Or whatever the

fuck this shit show is.

Zoe tries to push down her volcanic anger and looks around

in despair.

Zoe sees something behind Lucas and freaks.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 8.

ZOE

There! There! There!

LUCAS

What? What? What’s behind me?

Lucas looks back in a couple quick glances but can’t see

anything.

LUCAS (CONT’D)

I don’t see anything?!

ZOE

Turn around! It’s there. A switch.

LUCAS

What?

ZOE

A switch! It’s right there. You can

reach it.

Clocks ticks down :15...:14...:13...

LUCAS

I don--

ZOE

Do it now!

Lucas turns around looking frantically in another direction.

LUCAS

I--It’s not there. I don’t see it?

Where is it? Zo--

Lucas looks back and Zoe has her hand on the button.

ZOE

It’s called froyo. And it’s my

favorite!

LUCAS

Zoe.

They lock eyes.

ZOE

You were always a rebound guy.

The air gun WARMS up.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 9.

LUCAS

What’s happening? Zoe. Zoe! What’s

that noise? Zo--

A PROJECTILE blasts through the back of Lucas’ skull,

killing him instantly.

ZOE

Fuck!

The projectile SPREADS open with HOOKS through his face.

Lucas’ body is raised up and carried away like a cow on a

killing floor.

Blood drips as Lucas is disposed of in a hidden shoot.

Beat.

Silent stillness.

ZOE (CONT’D)

Okay! Hello?! You can let me out

now!

Cold emptiness.

ZOE (CONT’D)

I won! Hey! Let me out!

A gentle machine HUM gains strength.

Air horn BLAST.

ZOE (CONT’D)

No no no! I won! I played your

game! I played your stupid game!

Mechanical noises.

Zoe LAUGHS out of desperation.

The air gun WARMS up.

ZOE (CONT’D)

Fuck m--

A PROJECTILE blasts through the back of Zoe’s skull, killing

her instantly.

The projectile SPREADS open with HOOKS through her face.

Zoe’s body is raised up and carried away like a cow on the

killing floor.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 10.

Blood drips as Zoe is disposed of in a hidden shoot.

Beat.

Silent stillness.

BLOOD starts to run across the floor.

WATER starts to shoot out in every direction from holes in

the wall.

All the blood runs down the drain.

High pressure AIR shoots out the holes drying everything

like a car wash.

Air horn BLAST.

Squeaky clean stainless steel.

Lights go OFF.

Beat.

Metallic darkness.

Mechanical NOISES.

A gentle machine HUM gains strength.

Air horn BLAST.

An overhead fluorescent light FLICKERS on.

A bloody GIRL (27), struggles against her restraints in a

metal chair with a high back.

Air horn BLAST.

Another LIGHT pops on revealing a beat up, GUY (29),

restrained across from Girl, but on the other side of a pane

of TWO-WAY GLASS.

They both flail and SCREAM at each other but can’t be heard.

Just desperate silence as an air horn BLAST carries over and

through...



11.

INT. BUILDING - NIGHT

The one room gives way to more and more similar rooms.

Above. Below. Beside. Floors and floors of rooms. Each with

two PEOPLE inside.

Quick glimpses come in from other rooms.

MARRIED COUPLE

WIFE

(to Husband)

How could you cheat on me?

A PROJECTILE blasts through the back of his skull, killing

him instantly.

FATHER/DAUGHTER

DAUGHTER

(to Father)

I wanted to go out with my friends.

A PROJECTILE blasts through the back of his skull, killing

him instantly.

ELDERLY COUPLE

ELDERLY MAN

(to Elderly Woman)

I never loved you.

A PROJECTILE blasts through the back of her skull, killing

her instantly.

EXT. BUILDING - NIGHT

Hundreds and hundreds of these rooms can be seen through the

glass.

EXT. CITY - NIGHT

Row after row of city blocks buzzing with futuristic lights

and architecture.

Further and further out, the landscape comes into view.

A secret city hidden among the bright white mountains.

Landlocked on the dark side...



12.

EXT. SPACE - NIGHT

...of the MOON as it screams through the emptiness of space.

Hidden from view, the highly advanced city revolves around

the Earth, while SPACESHIPS go back and forth.

FADE OUT


